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Part-A t

IAnswer any @4questio;s from the following questions]

1(a). Explain the effect of varying frequency of light and the cathode rnaterial in the 4

photoeleckic experiment. Explain how Einstein interpreted the result'

1(b). Explain how light intensity is defined for photonic interpr€tation of light z

1(c). i. The human eye can typically see light in the wavelength range from around 400 nm 4

(Violet) to roughly 700 nm (Red). What is the range ofphoton energies (in elf?

ii. Suppose in the photoelectric experimen! an incident UV light has a wavelength of

750 nm and an intensity of 20 mll cm'2 .lf electrons are emitted and collected by

applying a positive bias to the opposite electrode, what will be tire photoelectric

current densitY?

2(a).whataretheconsiderationsofBoltzmanclassicalstatistics?Whyitisnotsuitablefor6
findingtheprobabilityofelectronsinvalanceband.ExplaintlreFermi-Diracstatistics
briefly using equations and suitable diagram'

2(b). Explain the molecular orbital theory using the example of hydrogen atom Why the

energy is lower for bonding orbital compared to anti-bonding orbital?

3(a). What do you understand by time-independent Schrildinger equation? Write about thc

significance of Schr6dinger equation in your own rvord'

3(b). Define the following terms in your own word i) density of statesi and ii) electron

effective mass.

3(c). Calculate the velocity of an eleclron that has a momentum same as that of an X-Ray

photon with a wavelength ofabout 0.6 angstrom'

3(d). What wavelengths ollight can be absorbed by a Si photodetector given Es= 1'l elll

Can such a photodetector be used in the fiber-optic communications at light

waveiengths of l.3l.4m and 1.55 Pm'l

Part ' B
IAnswer any !!g questions from the following questions ]

4(a). Explain how the capacitance ola parallel-plate capacitor changes rvhen an insulator is

inserted between the plates ofthe capacitor'

4(b). Explain horv electric field varies non-uniformly inside a polarized dielectric at lhe

atonlic scale.
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4(c), Determine the static dielectric constant of solid Ar (belorv 84 .(l usiug locdl field
approximation. Consider the following information:

Electronic polarizability of Ar atom: 1.7 x l}'4rF m2

Atomic mass of Ar:

Density of Ar:
39.95 g mot't

I .8 g cnt'r

5(a). Explain the concept of magnetic dipole rnoment. Derive the relationship between

magnetic permeability and magnetic susceptibility.

5(b). Determine the relationship between the p1"ry6.ti221i6rn nr ^ :ic medium and its

surlace magnetization current.

5(c). Show the difference between the ferromagnetism aro lerrimagnetism.

6(a). What is supercondr Lavior of a superconductor using temperature

versus resistivity curve.

6(b). Explain the Meissne' ..,.n^ cn ofa superconductor using suitable diagram. Also
provide " ,,icteristics ofthe superconductor and perfect conductor
rtr'r.. -' ..ure. Specially mention about the reason why the applied

mhgnei .. vannot penetrate into a superconductor.

7(a). Briefly explain how polarization takes p

7(b). Explain the propertie< of r\/r,P r ^ !
I

Which l

7(c). Consicl
, ...ud and why?

.-, ,.urpre that is electroded on opposite faces and has a voltage
applied across rt. By how much is the local field greater than the applied field? Tike
relative permittivity of the Si as I 1.9.
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